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InDesign is good for putting together documents and anything with a lot of type. It takes the 
assets that you create in Illustrator and Photoshop and brings them together with text that you 
can write in an office program or within InDesign. 

It is a powerful tool that can reach well beyond the limits of what we will discuss in this course. 
But InDesign, itself, isn’t difficult to understand. It’s a cross between Illustrator and a word 
processor. Focus on learning it’s typesetting tools and creating multi-page documents because 
those are why this program exists. Artwork and other assets you will bring in, which InDesign 
calls “placing” (Cmd D, or File > Place), from the other Creative Suite programs.

When making something in InDesign, think about the final format. The program has a tight 
relationship with printing, and it should be thought of as the final step between design 
and print. 

• What is the maximum paper size of the printer? 
• What is the live area of the printer, as in the area of a page that the printer is able to print on? 
• Do you want to print to the edge of the page, called bleed printing? If so, then you need to set 

your document up for that from the start. If not, then start with the printer’s live area, usually 
rounded up to .25 inches, and set your page margins out from that, and then create your grid.

• How many pages will you need? How many of those page can be joined together on a single 
sheet, called a signature? 

InDesign offers control over typesetting large 
amounts of copy—copy is an industry term for 
bodies of text. It has GREP find/replace that 
is very versatile, and it has Nested and GREP 
character styles for changing text formating based 
on set conditions. It can even handle variable data 
printing with its data merge feature. Its preflight 
profiles are invaluable for catching common errors 
before publishing or sending to print, and can be 
made better by customizing them to your project.

Points and Picas 
When making a new document, InDesign will 
default to using picas. If you’re unfamiliar with 
picas, then here are some things to know. 

First, you can change a document’s units easily by 
right clicking the top and side rulers and selecting 
your desired units for each, like inches or pixels.

Second, input boxes in all Adobe programs can do 
unit conversions for you. Just end the number with 
the abbreviation for that unit of measure.

Finally, there are good reasons for using picas. It 
is a “base-12” numbering system. You count 12 
points for every pica, which means that you can 
half and third and quarter your document sizes 
without dealing with long and difficult fractions. 
For example, it is far easier to remember 0p6 than 
0.0833 inches.

You’re already familiar with points for line widths 
and type sizes, so this is a good measure to use for 
small sizes and spacings, like column gutters and 
paragraph spacing.
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Basic Type Tools
When you are using the type tool or typing in a textbox, then there are a range of 
options in the top left of the Control Bar. Here you can select your font, weight/style, 
size, and adjust things like leading, kerning, and tracking. On the right side of the 
bar, you have paragraph options. Or, if you have a smaller screen, you can press the 
buttons on the far left, A and ¶, to switch between the character and paragraph bars. 
While you are type, you can use Cmd+Shift+b/i/u to apply basic formating. 

Paragraph and Character Styles
Editing text formating with the control bar is a good start, but you need to use 
paragraph styles when you are working with lots of text or need to make tweaks to 
your whole document—like, if you want to see what a document looks like with all the 
headings 16 pt ultra light vs 12 bold without tediously selecting and changing each 
and every instance.

Character styles are similar to paragraph styles, except they are more specific and 
text can have both. Use character styles when you want to format a string of words 
within a paragraph, like citations and movie titles, differently from the rest of 
the paragraph. 

Glyphs and Missing Fonts
Glyph is an umbrella term all the things that go in a font; letterforms, symbols, 
dingbats, ligatures, icons, and even emojis. If you want to insert a special character, 
then you can use the Glyphs Panel found under Type > Glyphs. 

If you are missing a font, then InDesign will highlight the text and do its best (pretty 
bad) job of rendering it. You can replace missing fonts by going to Type > Find Fonts.

Threading Text
Since text can run across multiple columns and pages, textboxes that are overset—
meaning that you can’t see the all the text in the frame—will have a red plus sign 
on their frame when selected. Click that plus, and you will be able to create a new 
textbox that is linked to the first one. Linked textboxes will have an arrow symbol, 
and if you turn on Show Text Threads (under the View menu) then they will also have a 
line connecting them.

Trying to define the logo design process 
is a little like trying to answer the 
question, “How long does it take to 
come up with a good idea?” Some 
designers wrestle with a graphic identity 
project for a year or more. Others leave 
the first client meeting with a workable 
solution in mind. 

While the timeline can be unpredictable, 
good designers learn to trust the 
creative process. Generally, this process 
starts with an understanding of the 
vision and context for the project. Next, 
it draws upon ideation techniques

Budelmann, Kevin, et al. Brand Identity Essentials, 2010. pg 40.
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taught in design school: research, goal-
oriented creative briefs, prototyping, 
and other innovation methods. Testing 
and refinement follow.

Generating a lot of ideas throughout the 
process can be a good way to arrive at 
a great solution, but volume does not 
guarantee quality. Developing a good 
set of filters for editing your ideas is an 
essential step for creating an effective 
graphic identity.
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Margins, Columns, and Guides
Since InDesign is a program for designing documents, it has more types of guidelines than 
Illustrator and Photoshop. And you can use them together to establish a work’s grid.

Above, you can see a basic three column grid for a two page spread. Note the different lines, 
which are noted and labeled. You can use these in your work in order to make consistent, unified 
designs and to ensure that your designs will look and print correctly. 

Set page margins and column guides from Layout > Margins and Columns, pictured in the 
figure to the left. Adjustments made to Master Pages will apply to all pages with that master 
(unless overridden).

After you make a document, if you want to change its size or bleed, use the Document 
Setup dialog, pictured in the top left, to make those adjustments. It is found under File > 
Document Setup.

Master Pages
If you want an element to appear on every page or want to establish grids, margins, and guides 
for lots of pages, then you need to use a master page. They act like a base layer and will save 
you time when you need to design a multi-page document with repeating elements, like headers 
and page numbers. The header at the top of this page is from a master page.

Master pages are found in the Pages Panel, which is pictured here. This example has two master 
pages, which apply different things to the pages. 

Page Markers
For page numbers specifically, you want to add the “Current Page Number marker” into your 
textbox. It is found under Type > Insert Special Character > Markers > Current Page Number. On 
your master spreads this will show as a letter, like A, which relates to the master spread you 
are viewing. Switch to a regular page on your document, and you will see the correct number. 
You can set chapters and change what numbering type (like roman numerals for the first few 
pages of a book) that a range of pages uses with the Numbering and Section Options under the 
Layout menu.

I N D E S I G N  P R I M E R :  W O R K I N G  W I T H  PA G E S

Column Guides
Margin
Trim (final page edge)
Bleed
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Importing Images and Content
Like Illustrator, InDesign imports images and text documents by “placing” it. This has a handy 
shortcut, Cmd + D, and is found under File > Place. 

When you are placing content, you can check “Show Import Options” to change a variety of 
options for that particular file type. With images, you can set color profiles and turn on or off 
layers. With PDFs you can make it place a range of pages and crop the link to different sizes. 
With text documents, you can import and retain formating, like italics and bold. 

Note: If you get an error importing a document, check to make sure the import settings aren’t 
trying to import something that doesn’t exist in the document. Like cropping a PDF to the bleed, 
when it doesn’t have bleed space. 

Frames
Images and graphics go into frames. They are like clipping masks, in that they allow you to non-
destructively crop images. 

Resizing frames can be unintuitive at first, and it might get you in trouble if you don’t pay 
attention to what it is doing. If you want to scale an image, not just change the size and shape 
of the frame, you have hold the Cmd and Shift keys while dragging. Cmd switches to scaling both 
frame and content, and shift switches to proportional scaling because InDesign unfortunately 
defaults to allowing you to distort images. Pay attention to what InDesign is doing when 
moving and scaling objects because non-proportional scaling of images and type not only look 
unprofessional, it will count against your grade on assignments.

Links
InDesign files don’t embed images into the document file, meaning that they have to be 
kept together. With InDesign, the file management habits that we have been talking about 
throughout the semester will become crucial to your work. A picture in your Downloads folder on 
your home computer will do you no good when working on a lab computer.

In the Links Panel, you can find missing links, updated ones that have been edited, and check 
things like their Effective PPI. In the example to the left, you can see that this document is 
missing all of its links! And the Link Info for the one selected says that the Effective PPI is below 
300, meaning that it is below print resolution and needs to be resized.

Packaging InDesign Files
You can use the Package function (File > Package) to move all your links and fonts into a 
single folder. This is necessary when you are moving between computers with your InDesign file. 
Note, however, that InDesign will not copy Typekit fonts when you package them, and that lab 
computers will not allow you to sign in to access Typekit fonts.

Tip: Too many frame edges, guidelines, and non-printing 
clutter?! Use the “W” key to switch to/from preview 
mode, which will show you what your file will look like 
when printed and trimmed.


